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What is discrimination or racism?
Real Stories related to discrimination.
Root causes or sources of discrimination.
Language of discrimination.
How to overcome this racism or discrimination.

Discrimination

Discrimination is the unfair treatment of individuals or groups which attributed to
gender, race, sexual orientation as well as when someone treat badly to anyone
especially based on his/her age, color, religion, language, and gender disability.
There are various types of discrimination about which I will elaborate in the
following: Types of discrimination: 1. Sexual Orientation: - Sexism is a way or expression and a discrimination
based on gender, especially against girls and women.

2. Religious discrimination: - This is a type of discrimination in which people
treats unequal just because of one’s religion or belief. This can be seen
anywhere such as on workplaces, in colleges or universities.
3. Employment discrimination: - Treating different in the workplace refers to
employment discrimination in which not hiring to an educated person, giving
a small pay wages to those employee who work better, and firing promotions
to a capable worker, and these things occur because of their religion,
language, age, as well as gender difference.
4. Disability discrimination: - Disability discrimination is occurring most of
times with old age persons, and sometimes with youngest. The major reason
behind why this is happening, is that because of a person who cannot walk
or talk properly, then in this situation, they may have to suffer from the
situation of discrimination in schools, in public places, and on roads as well.
Examples: There are some examples that are related with discrimination. These are in
the following:• Harjinder is one of my school friends who was working in a gift shop
after completing her school. After some months of joining, she met
with an accident in which she fractured her left leg and doctor
consulted her to do rest for a month, and after 30 days, when she
started her job again. She was unable to lift heavyweight boxes of
goods, and at that situation, she had suffered from discrimination
because her employer gave small amount of salary just because of her
disability to do any heavy work. After two-three months her employer
refused her from job. This is an example of my friend who faced this
discrimination in 2014.
• I read an article which was regarding the color discrimination. In U.S.,
white people are more preferring than black workers to be employed
on workplaces. For instance: - my cousin told me a story about a boy,
who is living in New-York, and working in Starbucks, that a boy who
visited in Starbucks to give his interview, however he got rejected
because his body color is not bright.
• Another example of Sarah Daghlian who worked for Australia post,
had a physical disability. Australia Post accounted a new policy which

banned to those employees who were disabled to stand or using
equipment’s or stools at retail counters. Ms. Daghlian continued to
use a stool and was dismissed for breaching the new given policy.

-Root Causes and Language of Discrimination
(Powtoon video)
Link for powtoon video is here
https://youtu.be/SuaMJ6ut46U
Or
https://www.powtoon.com/c/b3f2XzlLlzI/1/m

- Ways to overcome Discrimination

Link of above info graphic is here
https://create.piktochart.com/output/53493479-discrimination

Link of above Info graphic is here:https://create.piktochart.com/output/53490724-my-visual
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